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About This Game

Beyond Eden is a visual novel set in the Victorian era, centering on the themes of "love-hate" and "revenge."
The player enters the shoes of Alex Wake, a young businessman who returns to a Baron’s mansion where he stayed as a boy.

Bearing a deep grudge against the Baron and his family, Alex seeks to manipulate them and their employees in order to lead the
family down the path of destruction.

Alex can develop dark and complex relationships with 6 male characters. It depends on you, the player, to steer the story
towards foreseeable tragedies or help Alex discover the faint chance of redemption.

Description

A psychological thriller centered on revenge.

Homosexual romance between men based on the dark themes of love and hate.

Warning: Features dubious consent/non-consensual sex between adult men.

Develop relationships with 6 male characters (5 romantic interests) of various age, personality, and physique: the austere
eldest son and heir apparent, the cold and silent second son, the pure and innocent youngest son, the kindly family
doctor, the impeccably polite butler, and the social butterfly friend.
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More than 20 in-game events with sexual content. (Note: Does not include sexual depictions of women or minors.)

Individual stories for all romantic interests. Clearing every route will uncover the full truth behind the tragedy that
transpired at the Baron’s mansion more than a decade ago.

17 different endings.

More than 70 elaborately illustrated event graphics.

Beyond Eden provides voices by Korean professional voice actors during major in-game events.

Beautiful original score in tune with the period drama. Over 30 tracks.

15~25 hours of gameplay.

5 romantic interests

Befriendable character (non-romantic story route)
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(Note: Jeremy is not a romantic interest, but Alex can still form a certain type of relationship with him. Jeremy has his own
story route and endings as well.)

Story
It is the late Victorian era, a time of drastic social upheaval and shifting values.

Yet everything seemingly remains routine and unchanged in 'Ashgrove Park,' a stately mansion surrounded by a vast forest.
But then a man arrives to disturb its tranquility—a man who spent his boyhood at the estate has now returned after 10 years.
The Baron Edenic—the master of the house—and his four sons, the doctor, and the servants greet him with wariness, joy, or

unfamiliarity.
A story of discord and destruction between and the people of the mansion and a man who hides his thirst for revenge beneath a

calm demeanor.
Does the fall await beyond Eden?

Or—
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Title: Beyond Eden
Genre: Adventure, Indie
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Studio Pieplus
Publisher:
Studio Pieplus
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This game brings back memories of playing Megaman in my youth. I was using the keyboard at first however I quickly switched
to an XBOX One controller and would certainly recommend some sort of gamepad. Beyond that, I've had fun with it. Several of
the levels are quite challenging!. After getting the best ending I can say that this is an amazing game, and well worth all the
excitement I had leading up to it. The story is great, and the characters are so charming. The art is beautiful and the music will
be in my mind forever.

I do wish characters had unique reactions to items, but I understand why they don't.

This game is well worth your time. Get all the endings. All I can really say beyond this is that if y'all make another game in this
vain I'm THERE! ESPECIALLY if there's EVEN MORE SMOOCHIN'!. The whole UI looks like placeholder graphics. The
camera controls are dubious at best. The world has this "everything is lit"-feel you get from misused global lightning. Terrain is
weird and textures are strange and repeated into infinity. Tower information is lacking and there doesn't seem to be more than
three(?) tower models. Menus and transitions are horrific.

"Dear god what unfinished piece of crap have I bought into?"

But then against all hope it turns out the gameplay is solid. The maps are sizeable. Waves are well paced and decently balanced.
Game mechanics like the "burning" from the laser tower is great. This is so much more fun than say "Defense Grid 2" that
people seems to like so much. A true diamond in the rough.. Problem online multiplayer unable to join !!!!!
some one same isuue with me?. A very fun, simple game. The boss battles could have been a bit more imaginative, and they can
be frustrating at times (you'll see when you play). Minor issue with high screen resolution, giving me a black bar across the
upper part of the screen, but never missed anything important.

Racking up the kills with a high fight gauge is highly satisfying!. This♥♥♥♥♥♥us bad
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5/10 I enjoyed this game, though some of the puzzles beat me I must admit, and I was unable to complete the final puzzle
(speedy mouseclicking isn't my idea of a good puzzle), but no matter. The 'computer' glitched out and would not allow me to
type, but when I went back to it after leaving it running for 40 minutes, suddenly it worked again. Odd.
I can't say you should pay a lot for it, but the game time was satisfactory, though the ending (which I had to watch online due to
the afore mentioned speed puzzle) was not so enjoyable.
. The U.S. Army is the most powerful ground force in the entire world. The backbone of a ground invasion is the U.S. Army
Infantry, and in the midst of combat, their skills, courage, and teamwork are put to the test.

While readiness continues to be the U.S. Army's top priority, how it goes about its business is changing. Full Spectrum Warrior
began as a training aid for the U.S. Army to reinforce Army doctrine and team effort within the troops. It is the most realistic
portrayal of Infantry-level urban warfare via unique tactical action gameplay. Players become the Squad Leader, commanding
Alpha and Bravo squads. There is potential for danger down every alley, behind every window. Watch those angles folks, we've
got a job to do here. Hooah!

- Unique combination of tactical and action gameplay.
- Authentic implementation of U.S. Army Infantry doctrine.
- Simple control scheme lets you command eight soldiers in real time.
- Squad equipment reflects real weaponry and equipment currently in use by the U.S. Army.
- Immersive urban environments with danger around every corner.
- 2-player co-op, each player controls one fire team.
- Includes 2 exclusive bonus levels not available on Xbox.. A solid commercial debut, although it's definitely not as polished,
varied and streamlined as Odallus, same developer's next project. At its core, Oniken is tremendously fun, but the little
annoyances here and there can outweigh the pros for some, presumably. I'm glad that wasn't the case for me.. Such a Good
Game :D Good for those who find Science Interesting. https://youtu.be/c3XM9ctcARY

I'd be lion if I said the game was good. If you pride yourself as predator enthusiast I'd leave this game behind.
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